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TRADE SHOWS

L.A. Market Week
Answers the Call for
Freedom as City Reopens
By Betti Halsell Contributing Writer

From June 13 to 16, retailers from across the country migrated west for Los Angeles Market Week, as California’s
economy prepared for its official June 15 reopening. Buyers
gathered at the California Market Center, The New Mart
and the Cooper Design Space. There was a refreshing air of
freedom and an assertive push for new goods as well as those
available immediately.

Constructing a new CMC market with diversity
Renovations on the CMC began in January of last year,
and the site was fully operational during L.A. Market Week
with the project’s completion scheduled for September. Many
of the newer showrooms such as DL1961 Premium Denim
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RETAIL

Amazon Shines Spotlight
on Private Labels for
Prime Day
By Noe Garcia Assistant Editor

Summertime Sunshine
This season, the summer of 2021 will be held to high expectations as
the beach bound and poolside loungers venture out for sand, surf, sun
and showing off their swim fashions, such as this Yarn Movement look
that was shot in Tanzania. See more styles on page 10.

The annual event all Amazon Prime members look forward to every year—Prime Day—took place June 21–22. The
famed, almost holy, day that launched in 2015 is rife with big
deals and incredible savings on everyday items from fashion
and furniture to electronics. The 2021 Prime Day began at 12
a.m. PDT on June 21 and offered more than 2 million deals in
more than 20 categories of items over 48 hours of epic savings.
The first Prime Day was held on July 15 and took place
over 24 hours. The company’s only goal was to offer better
deals than Black Friday exclusively to Prime members, who
would spend up to $119 on a membership to subscribe to the
savings. So what happened during that first Prime Day? A lot,
it turns out.

➥ Amazon page 13
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FINANCE

Joor Raises $46 Million to Grow Wholesale Capabilities, Expansion
Joor has raised $46 million in Series D
funding for the company’s investment in
platform innovation, payments and financing,
and continued global and vertical expansion.
A leading digital wholesale platform for
luxury, fashion and home, the New York
City–headquartered Joor hosts more than
12,500 brands and 325,000 curated retailers
while processing more than $1.5 billion in
wholesale transactions per month. The platform has grown new business 228 percent
over the last 12 months with innovative technology, mobile in-market tools and more. It
has also partnered with notable brands such
as Kate Spade and Dr. Martens and stores
such as Neiman Marcus and Revolve, who
buy exclusively through the company’s platform.
The round of funding was led by Macquarie Capital Principal Finance and includes
previous investors Itochu Corporation,
Battery Ventures and Canaan Partners. It
was also announced that Anand Subramanian, managing director at Macquarie Capital
Principal Finance, will join Joor’s board of
directors.
“Joor’s singular mission is to digitally en-

JOOR

By Noe Garcia Assistant Editor

The Joor platform hosts more than 12,500 brands and 325,000 retailers while processing more
than $1.5 billion in wholesale transactions per month. Its singular mission is to digitally enable and
transform the industry, according to Joor CEO Kristin Savilia.

able and transform our industry,” said Joor
CEO Kristin Savilia. “We are pleased to
have such great partners to support us in this
mission as we embark on our next stage of
growth. This new capital enables us to accelerate innovation as an independent company
and to continue to provide industry-leading
solutions in service of our broad global network of brands and retailers.”
Joor became the first B2B wholesale
platform to launch and serve customers in
Mainland China as it continued to build the
company’s position in North America and Eu-

rope. The expansion positions it for continued
growth and success in the Asia-Pacific region.
“We continue to be impressed by the
capabilities of Joor’s technology platform
coupled with its industry-leading network
of brands and retailers,” said Subramanian.
“This investment reflects belief in Joor’s talented team, and we see significant growth for
Joor as they expand their platform to offer
payments and financing alternatives to their
global client base. We look forward to leveraging our expertise to support the company’s
long-term success.” ●

TECHNOLOGY

New Epson SureColor F570 Pro Printer Announces Its Debut
Perfect for creating promotional products, Epson America’s new 24-inch
SureColor F570 Professional Edition desktop dye-sublimation printer was introduced
on June 24.

The printer delivers fast and reliable dyesublimation printing for an array of products,
affording greater ease in printing processes
for apparel professionals who create garment
embellishments. A global technology leader,

Epson’s new dye-sublimation printer allows
users to create personalized promotional
products, fashion apparel, and home décor and
furnishings. The desktop model will be available
in the fall for under $3,000.

Epson will make its new printer available in
the fall of 2021 with the machine retailing
for $2,895.
The Los Alamitos, Calif–based Epson
America has equipped the new printer
with Epson Edge Print Pro software with
Adobe PostScript 3 and PDF Print engines
for professional results and high color accuracy.
“We’re seeing professional users looking to enter the textile-printer business with
an easy-to-use dye-sublimation printer that
still offers powerful print software, allowing them to create personalized promotional products, fashion apparel, and home
décor and furnishings,” said Tim Check,
product manager of professional imaging
for Epson America, Inc. “The SureColor
F570 Professional Edition delivers one of
the most compact, feature-rich dye-sublimation printers on the market with high
image quality and commercial-grade reliability.”
The SureColor F570 includes a 50-sheet
feed tray, a large 4.3-inch LCD color touchscreen, high-capacity ink bottles that require
fewer replacements, reliable performance
and professional software. In addition, its
compact design allows it to fit on a desktop.
Connectivity options include USB, ethernet
and wireless capabilities.—N.G.
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Inside the Industry
The Port of Los Angeles and its
partners are debuting five new hydrogen-powered fuel-cell electric vehicles
and the grand opening of two hydrogenfueling stations. Through the $82.5 million Shore-to-Store project, more than a
dozen public- and private-sector partners
have teamed up for a 12-month demonstration of the zero-emissions Class 8
trucks and will expand the project to include five more hydrogen-fueled heavyduty trucks, two battery-electric yard
tractors and two battery-electric forklifts.
“Transporting goods between our port
and the Inland Empire is the first leg of
this next journey toward a zero-emissions future,” said Port of Los Angeles
Executive Director Gene Seroka. “This
project is a model for developing and
commercializing the next generation of
clean trucks and cargo-handling equipment for the region and beyond. Just as
the air we breathe extends beyond the
port’s footprint, so should the clean air
and economic benefits we believe this
project will yield.”
White Oak Commercial Finance,
LLC, has welcomed Mike Earnhart as
managing director of originations. Based
in Los Angeles, Earnhart has deep experience in factoring, asset-based lending,
banking and territory sales management
and will cover White Oak’s national responsibilities. Prior to joining White Oak,
Earnhart served as executive director at
JPMorgan Chase in addition to roles with
Wells Fargo Capital Finance, Coast Business Credit and CIT Bank. “We’re excited
to add such a versatile executive to our
team,” said White Oak Commercial Finance President and Chief Executive Officer Bob Grbic. “Mike’s industry knowhow, ability to develop strong partnerships
and commitment to client success is a
great fit for our organization.”
Xcel Brands, Inc., a media and consumer-products company, will join the
Russell Microcap Index at the conclusion of the 2021 Russell indexes annual
reconstitution. Membership in the Russell Microcap Index lasts for one year
and means automatic inclusion in the appropriate growth and value style indexes.
The Russell indexes are widely used by
investment managers and institutional
investors for index funds and investment
strategies. “Joining the Russell Microcap
Index is the latest step in our evolution
and demonstrates our success navigating
the significant impacts the COVID-19
pandemic has had on the apparel industry,” said Excel Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Robert W. D’Loren.
The National Retail Federation,
looking for an answer to the challenges
retailers are facing from supply-chain
disruptions leading to congestion at U.S.
ports, has delivered a letter to the White
House asking to meet with President
Biden and other top administration officials. The letter from NRF President and
CEO Matthew Shay said: “The supplychain disruption issues, especially the
congestion affecting our key maritime
ports, are causing significant challenges
for America’s retailers. The congestion
issues have not only added days and
weeks to our supply chains but have led
to inventory shortages impacting our
ability to serve our customers. In addition, these delays have added significant
transportation and warehousing costs for
retailers.” The NRF recently revised its
annual retail-sales forecast to grow between 10.5 percent and 13.5 percent to
more than $4.44 trillion in 2021 as the
economic recovery accelerates.

DENIM FASHION

SFI Introduces a Denim-Fantasy Capsule Suitable for a California Daydream

SFI

Fresh off its launch earlier this
year, the denim factory Star Fades
International released its Denim
Daydream capsule, the first collection
since the Artistic Milliners–backed
business opened in Los Angeles.
With a dream team comprising denim veterans including Vice President
of Design Alaina Miller, formerly of
Citizens of Humanity, and AG and
Senior Technical Designer Amber
Isaac, who was formerly with Lucky
Brand and Guess, SFI was able to
deliver a collection that speaks to the
timeless qualities of vintage styles
and the resiliency of premium-denim
pieces.
“I have been lucky to work with
some of the most notable L.A.
brands,” Miller said. “We’re in L.A.
It’s a fashion city. It’s a denim city.
A lot of the population, regardless of the neighborhood they
live in, are wearing vintage Levi’s. Denim is a lifestyle.
People are wearing jeans to work in most industries—not
just creative professionals.”
When building the collection, SFI sought to develop pieces that met the Artistic Milliners standards for sustainability.
This important tenet of SFI’s mission is at the core of its work.
Through utilizing 3D design tools, for which it relies on the
Browzwear platform, the SFI process was able to reduce the
amount of samples by relying on virtual fittings.
“We were able to host virtual fittings [on the 3D avatar],
where [Miller] would give me her tech pack in a very traditional sense. She would give me the sketches, we would talk
about it—the body length, aesthetic. Then I would go to my
computer and start building the patterns,” Isaac explained. “She
has a very firm grasp on her specs, which is so amazing, so
when she says, ‘½ an inch’ and I move it ½ an inch, it’s good.”
Pieces for the collection were cut and sewn in Pakistan prior

to arriving at the wash in Los Angeles. With clear communication between SFI and its Karachi, Pakistan, parent company,
Miller and Isaac credit the expertise of the Artistic Milliners
team in addition to the capabilities of its technology to create
precise designs that perfectly reflected the designers’ vision.
“When we started off with our project, we already had our
fit model chosen so I was able to morph and change some
of the dimensions of our avatar on the 3D software so that it
mimicked very closely to our fit model,” Isaac said. “What we
were looking at on screen was a pretty close representation of
our actual, physical fit model.”
The SFI reliance on virtual tools will continue, as Isaac
notes the design capabilities and efficiency of 3D options—
and other advanced technology—align perfectly with the
company’s sustainable mission.
“At SFI, we’re constantly looking at how we can use technology to achieve our sustainability goals,” Isaac said. “Our
vision for 3D is we are going to expand to augmented reality,

virtual reality and beyond.”
The Los Angeles denim spirit was the foundation for the
collection, from wash to a campaign filled with nods to the
wonder of the city. Shot in Los Angeles’ Elysian Park, the
Denim Daydream campaign speaks to the city’s denim heritage with a vintage appeal in both men’s and women’s pieces.
There are also modern approaches that afford a more-responsible denim for some of the fabrics through post-consumer and
post-industrial waste and washes that bypass pumice stone and
potassium permanganate without sacrifing aesthetics.
“For the capsule, we really just wanted to highlight all the
amazing things we’re capable of doing here at SFI in partnership with Artistic Milliners for people interested in working
with us,” Miller said. “We hope to inspire whether that be
through fit and silhouette, wash, or fiber. If we can get designers interested in using fabrics with sustainable attributes and
washing in cleaner ways, then we’ve achieved our goal.”
—Dorothy Crouch
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BETTI HALSELL

and the Junkie Boutique/Kayvolution
were installed in the updated spaces. Some
showroom representatives have noticed
that a number of emerging fashion businesses are moving into the CMC, in addition to Black-owned spaces such as the
aforementioned showroom, Junkie Boutique/Kayvolution. According to Owner
Kristian Chapple, they opened up their
doors in March.
DL1961 Premium Denim sales representative Tai Parker noted that the trend
was away from classic skinny-jean silThe art installation “Psychedelic Prospective” by Zach Statler
houettes. “For women’s, nothing skinny DL1961, which enjoyed its third L.A. Market Week Jeff Lubell and his wife, Carrie, coafter opening in January at the CMC, displayed its
designed the Coût De La Liberté line,
lined the lobby of the Cooper Design Space for market.
anymore—everyone wants a wide leg or a pieces at its updated showroom space.
based on a freedom theme that is fresh
straight cut,” Parker said. DL1961 opened
and fun.
at the CMC in January, and this was its
third time participating in L.A. Market.
Lubell. Within his new luxury brand, Coût De La Liberté,
display his work as an exhibition from June 1 through 25.
Matthew Mathiasen, senior manager of events for the
the vision of a revolution unfolds.
His inspiration was pulled from interdimensional realms of
CMC, greeted buyers on the second floor of the building as
Coût De La Liberté translates to “cost of freedom,” and
the mind.
a D.J. spun music and a barista served coffee from a mobile
Lubell designed a line of statement pieces that capture the
Generally, retailers were looking for dresses and occasion
café. Mathiasen confirmed that traffic has been significantly
eruption of this new energy. Within his spacious New Mart
pieces that could be worn at weddings and graduations. For
different since the pandemic; however, there have been glimshowroom, which opened two weeks prior to market, each
the Hunter Bell brand, located in the Trade Showroom, a
mers of a revival happening.
piece demanded attention, radiating a restored courage to live.
magenta A-line dress with bishop sleeves served as one of the
L.A. native Stella Chilgevorkyan, owner of the online
During a tour of the space, Lubell explained, “I opened up
top sellers. The piece is made of a lightweight and breathable
boutique Maison Du Trois, said that her customers are lookthe showroom to give the feeling of the brand.” The denim
material, but the magenta color is rich, elevating the style of
ing for something they can wear to yacht weddings, outdoor
pioneer is looking to paint a new aesthetic that signifies the
the dress.
birthdays and other events. Chilgevorkyan’s customer demoheaviness of social distancing is no more. Coût De La Liberté
At the multi-line contemporary Showroom Sixty Six,
graphic consists of women ages 25–35. She has been on the
is a lifestyle; those aligning with the brand include iconic musales associate Alexandra Owen said buyers were heavhunt for the “newest best thing” with an ideal wholesale price
sic artist Lenny Kravitz.
ily influenced by orders that could be filled immediately.
point between $30 and $80.
The Coût De La Liberté Fall/Holiday collection was on
Owen said the reason was “probably because all of the
Chilgevorkyan summarized this season’s market by noting,
display, and every piece carried an air of rebellion with metalcompanies have been closed for the past year and a half and
“There’s a lot of sweats—everyone had a lot of sweats in their
lic and fringe finishes, exaggerated bell-bottoms, and exotic
they haven’t been able to get new product in—they’ve been
stores, everything was about being comfy and cozy. I feel like
textures such as velvet denim. Materials are imported from
trying to get old product out.” The force of the COVID-19
in this ‘new 2022 coming-in year’ people are going to want to
Italy, and pieces are constructed in Los Angeles.
shutdown played a major role in shifting the direction of
be more dressed up—they’re going to be over the comfortable.”
fashion and retail needs.
Owen noted that a few clients asked for orders to be
Striking while it’s hot at the Cooper
pushed
back toward September as they’re banking on the
Newness reigns at The New Mart
Artwork designed by Zach Statler adorned the Cooper
rise of international tourism. However, the majority of her
On June 15, California State Governor Gavin Newsom anDesign Space in a series entitled “Psychedelic Prospective.” clientele was searching for Immediates. One of the brands
nounced the nullification of the Safer at Home executive order
Used to illustrate market week, Statler’s pieces lined the lobby in Showroom Sixty Six, French Twist, was showcasing acthat had been in place since March of last year. Embodying
and traveled throughout the building on each floor directory.
cessories embellished with Swarovski crystals priced at $20
that wave of breaking free is True Religion designer Jeffery
Building management for the Cooper worked with Statler to
to $40 wholesale. ●
APPARELNEWS.NET
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Lectra-Gerber Deal Finalized
Lectra has finalized the acquisition of all
outstanding shares of Gerber Technology. It
completed the deal on a cash-free, debt-free
basis for €175 million, or more than 207.5
million USD, in addition to 5 million newly
issued Lectra shares to AIPCF VI LG, Gerber’s sole shareholder. The purchase was financed through a €140 million, or more than
166 million USD, loan and available cash.
“The union of our respective innovative
expertise, our state-of-the-art offers and our
talented resources will enable us to bring
long-term value to our customers,” said Lectra Chairman and CEO Daniel Harari. “We
will now be in an even better position to
support our customers throughout the world
in accelerating the digital transformation of
their operations.”
The acquisition was originally announced
on Feb. 8, approved by Lectra’s board of directors on March 25 and approved by Lectra’s shareholders on June 1.
California Apparel News previously reported the acquisition and how Lectra’s apparel, automotive and furniture segments will
be complemented by Gerber’s space in the
fashion-technology business, aerospace, construction, furniture, transportation, technical
textiles, packaging, wind energy, and signand-graphics industries.
The acquisition will also allow Lectra to
expand upon its Industry 4.0 innovations in
software, equipment, data and services that

LECTRA

By Noe Garcia Assistant Editor

Lectra’s acquisition of Gerber Technology will
allow it to expand on its Industry 4.0 innovations
in software, equipment, data and services.

support brands, manufacturers and retailers
as they develop, produce and market products. The merging of the companies will
create a more-seamless approach to development and production.
“Today is a historic day for our companies
that will bring tremendous opportunities for
future growth. We will have investments in
innovation and technological capabilities that
will be highly beneficial to the industry. They
will allow us to create long-term value for our
customers and our shareholders,” Harari said
on Feb. 8. “We’re delighted to welcome Gerber Technology’s group of talented professionals to the Lectra team. Unifying the two
teams will showcase the strength of our fantastic employees. Together we will be able to
grow and expand the services we provide to
our customers and help them accelerate their
digital transformation.” ●

LEGAL

Supreme Court to Examine Copyright
Claim by Unicolors Against H&M
The Supreme Court will examine the
case of Unicolors Inc. v. H&M Hennes &
Maruitz LP to see if H&M is liable for an
infringement award and whether an error in
a U.S. Copyright Office can be invalidated
without fraudulent intent. The Southern
California–based Unicolors was originally
awarded $847,000 for infringement and attorney fees after suing H&M for using and
selling a design on jackets and skirts in 2015.
The artwork design, called Xue Xu, was one
of 31 designs Unicolors registered with the
copyright office in 2011. Unicolors accepted
a reduced amount of $266,000 after the court
deemed the original figure excessive.
Then the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit reversed the decision and required the copyright office to weigh in on
the validity of the copyright registration.
Lauren Keller Katzenellenbogen, a partner
with Knobbe Martens, who is co-chair of
the consumer product litigation department,
said the problem was the way Unicolors registered its designs.
Unicolors registered 31 designs together
as a compilation and single publication. The
problem was that in order to be registered as
a single publication they needed to be published together and in the context of fabrics,
meaning that all designs would need to be
made public in the same showroom at the
same time. That was not done because some
of the designs were special for specific manufacturers and were purposely not showcased.
Therefore, the Ninth Circuit said the judg-

ment was not correct because the trial court
needed to go back to the copyright office and
ask whether the registration would still be
valid and ask for its guidance.
“It’s kind of surprising to people that
there’s no proof that Unicolors acted fraudulently,” Katzenellenbogen said. “There’s
no proof that Unicolors intended to deceive
the copyright office or engaged in fraudulent behavior. It’s kind of seen as surprising
that after [going to trial] the verdict could be
overturned because there was a mistake in the
registration.”
However, the Supreme Court will not
hear Unicolors’ second question regarding if
the appeals panel wrongly applied the copyright office’s requirements, which were not
in place at the time Unicolors registered its
designs and if that even required a referral to
the copyright office.
When asked for comment, H&M’s mediarelations department said it could not comment on pending litigation. Unicolors chose
to release a statement.
Issued by Unicolors’ counsel, Josh Rosenkranz of Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe and
Scott Burroughs of Doniger/Burroughs,
said, “An honest mistake in a registration
form should not let a blatant infringer off the
hook—and before the Ninth Circuit adopted
its misguided approach, it never did. We expect that the court would reject a rule that
makes it harder for artists to vindicate their
rights and allows infringers off the hook on
technicalities.”—N.G.
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SWIM MANUFACTURING

Swimwear Brands Attracted
to Hyosung’s Sustainable and
Performance Fiber Solutions
Providing inspiration for new opportunities

W

ith the future of our planet
top of mind, consumers
are increasingly more ecoconscious and swim brands are taking
notice - and action - by adding more
sustainable options to their swimwear
collections.
Two sustainable fiber solutions
swimwear brands have recently adopted
Hyosung’s 100% recycled Mipan®
regen nylon and regen polyester made
from reclaimed waste. Both of these
fibers are recognized and certified by
the Global Recycled Standard (GRS)
of the Control Union in the Netherlands
for their energy saving benefits, which
include saving valuable resources from
being removed from the earth.
O’Neill swimwear recently developed
a line of women’s swimwear made
with Hyosung’s Mipan® regen nylon as
part of its new O’Neill Blue sustainable
collection, honoring its founder, Jack
O’Neill’s, commitment to protect our
oceans.
In an effort to use materials produced
by recycling plastic waste, popular
Korean-based brand, Daze Dayz known
for its 70s inspired retro-fashion with
a contemporary twist, has developed
an extensive swimwear line made with
Hyosung’s regen polyester made from
recycled bottles.
“We are experiencing tremendous
interest in our 100% recycled, GRScertified Mipan regen nylon and regen
polyester; and we’ve made significant
investments to increase our capacity to
meet demand” said Mike Simko, Global
Marketing Director Hyosung -Textiles.
Hyosung recently signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with Busan metropolitan government
and a social venture, Netspa, to produce
an eco-friendly nylon by recycling
abandoned fishing nets. The partnership
was formed to reduce the pollution of
marine ecosystems caused by these
nets, and to also increase awareness
of marine environment protection.
Hyosung will invest in the development
and commercialization of the material
derived from fishing nets, which it will
call Mipan Regen Ocean, later this year.
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While its sustainable fibers have
made recent news in the swimwear
market, Hyosung’s flagship fiber,
creora® spandex, has been a key
ingredient used by many prominent
swimwear brands for years such as
Speedo, Next, Panache and more, due
to its long-lasting durability.
creora® spandex is the world’s
largest spandex brand, supplying the
broadest range of stretch fiber offerings
supported by exceptional technology
and quality.
Of Hyosung’s many creora® spandex
offerings, its creora® highclo™, creora®
Power Fit and creora® color +, have
unique benefits for developed for
swimwear.
• creora® highclo™ spandex is
designed to overcome spandex’s
vulnerability to chlorine damage. It
improves swimwear fabric durability,
delivers long-lasting fit and shape
retention.
• creora® Power Fit spandex is
engineered to provide superior shaping
and compression. It is chlorine and
bleach resistant; and also allows
for exceptional color in blends with
polyester.
• creora® color + spandex allows
for deep, vivid and long-lasting color in
blends with nylon.
“Sustainability, in the form of either
recycled materials or fibers to help
materials last longer, has opened up an
entire world of opportunity to innovate
and bring value to the industry and
newness to the consumer,” said Simko.

For more information on Hyosung,
visit blog.hyosungtnc.com.
Hyosung can also be found on
Instagram @hyosung_textiles
and on LinkedIn at Hyosung
Performance Textiles.
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CURVY BEACH

Daze Dayz

ADVERTISEMENT

Breaking Body-Image Boundaries,
Curvy Beach Affords True Size Inclusivity
By Dorothy Crouch Managing Editor

Former actor Elizabeth Taylor had seen
enough resistance to sexier bikinis in the
expanded-size swimsuit market to know
that she wanted to change the narrative surrounding designs for curvier women. After
suffering from weight issues and an eating
disorder, Taylor gained control of her life
while living in New York City when someone suggested she try plus-size modeling
15 years ago. Through opportunities in this
field, Taylor was able to gain valuable insight
into developing swimwear that suited curvier
consumers. She also met a patternmaker who
would change her life.
“I would stand in the showroom with the
samples they just received from Bondi Beach
or Colombia or all over the world, and I
would say, ‘Oh I love those,’ and they would
say, ‘Those aren’t for you,’” Taylor recalled,
mentioning that the plus styles she was given
were often boring and conservative “Everyone left the room, and [the patternmaker]
said, ‘Hey, if you know what you want, I’ll
make you a pattern.’”
With her sketch in hand, Taylor traveled to
the patternmaker’s home in New Jersey to create the foundation for a style that would have
coverage in the lower-belly area, larger cups
and follow a string-bikini design. While the
California-born Taylor now resides in Miami,
she still relies on a New Jersey factory—recommended by her patternmaker—to manufacture her Curvy Beach brand of swimwear.
“It’s an open-door policy. I can walk in at
any time of the day and it looks as calm and
peaceful as you would want a factory to be,”
Taylor said. “Being in New York, I would be
modeling and run over there and check on
things before they closed. The convenience
was also super important.”
Since launching with 1X–3X sizes and
selling out overnight following a viral video,
Curvy Beach has evolved into a completely
size-inclusive line. Due to the popularity of her
brand, Taylor quit modeling in 2019, moved to
Miami—three years after launching the label—
and focused on Curvy Beach full time. Inspiration stems from her childhood trips to Hawaii,
the 1980s-90s Los Angeles scene and the body
positivity found in Miami, where women love
their small and large curves. This season, pat-

terns chosen by Curvy Beach customers who
voted through Facebook include sunflowers,
birds of paradise, mint leopard, stars and stripes
to celebrate the Fourth of July, a rainbow stripe
to commemorate Pride Month, a red-bandanna
style, patterns celebrating the 50 U.S. states and
a solid-gold design.
While Taylor’s mission was to design
for the plus-size consumer, she found that
women of all shapes were attracted to Curvy
Beach’s fit and styles, leading her to expand
her sizing to include S–4X, 0–26 and cup
sizes that generally run B–H but could reach
up to a J or beyond.
“We allow separates. If you’re a DD,
you can get a DD top and a size 6 bottom.
I did not know that was not happening [at
the time],” she said. “Another wave of these
women hadn’t worn a bikini since before
having kids. These women aren’t necessarily
plus sized—they are the in-betweeners. They
maxed out at the size 10s and 12s.”
While selling bathing suits that resonate
with curvier women was Taylor’s goal, she
is seeing a pleasant surprise from accommodating a smaller consumer, as women of all
sizes begin to feel better about their bodies.
As women who wear plus sizes reach a point
where they can revel in the victories of their
fight for representation, Taylor saw an opportunity to reach true body inclusivity with
smaller customers.
“Looking at their pictures, I am thinking
about how I created these looks for my size
18 girls and my size 20s,” Taylor said. “In
a way, I feel the larger women have a lot of
confidence with the pop-culture body positivity, but perhaps the women in limbo don’t
truly feel included so I have a strong, proud
community of the 8s, 10s and 12s. They are
like, ‘Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!’”
With accessories—such as ethically made
bamboo earrings manufactured in Thailand—
sold at $10, swim separates for the direct-toconsumer brand priced from $69, one-pieces
from $125 and a new zip-up rash-guard style
releasing selling at $149, Curvy Beach is available through curvybeach.com. On July 5, the
brand will release new clothing and resortwear.
Taylor remains committed to ethical, domestic
production and foresees sustainable fabric options in development with a greater focus on
UPF to promote protection from the sun. ●

MAX
TECHNOLOGY

THE NEW ERA OF ON-DEMAND
PRODUCTION IS HERE
INTRODUCING KORNIT MAX TECHNOLOGY
Demand for retail quality, enabling just-in-time production for
e-commerce fulfilment, and supply chain dynamics all compel
the highest industry standards and the necessary technology
to achieve it. Immerse yourself in the new era of eco-friendly,
limitless fashion with Kornit MAX technology:
• Meet rigorous quality and consistency standards
• Boost your productivity
• Gain new capabilities, including Kornit’s groundbreaking
XDi decoration effects

Learn more at: http://kornit.com/lp/hq/max-technology/

SWIM TEXTILES

Beach Brights and Playful Poolside
Designs Trend in Waterwear Textiles
This season’s swim textiles share a common theme of supporting the return to a feelgood atmosphere. Mills are inspiring designers to look beyond a standard summer season as
the public hits the beaches, basks in the sun poolside or dives into new water-based fitness
routines. Trends in swim aren’t defined, except for a demand to venture outdoors, live life
to its fullest and compensate for many months spent indoors.
Patterns glimmer and shine in creative shapes such as star-studded sparkling designs,
softer tie-dyes and playful prints. Florals are colorful in 1960s-era flower-power styles, freespirited designs and adventurous tropicals. Stripes, plaids and animal prints rely on trends
that have been popular over the last few seasons.
Solids are also designed to leave lasting impressions with rich, striking colors and textures that add elements to stand apart from the rest. Emerging from uncertainty, as crowds
seek warm-weather fun, current swim textiles feed the joie de vivre that will define these
summer months.—Dorothy Crouch
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EBI Fabrics Corporation, (213) 765-0900, www.ebifabrics.com
Guarisco Fabrics, (212) 354-7766 ext. 317, www.guarisco.it/en/
Hyosung, www.hyosungtnc.com, www.creora.com
La Lame, Inc., (212) 921-9770, www.lalame.com
Pine Crest Fabrics Inc., (844) 827-4206, www.pinecrestfabrics.com
Sensil, (336) 605-1962, www.sensil.com
Solid Stone Fabrics, (276) 634-0115, www.solidstonefabrics.com
Sportek International Inc., (213) 239-6700, www.sportek.com
Texollini, (310) 537-3400, www.texollini.com
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SWIM FASHION

Circling the Globe, Yarn Movement Shares Glimpses of Perfect Getaways
The founder of Yarn Movement, Shantelle “S. Ladybug”
Brumfield, displays her globetrotting spirit in the brand’s latest swim campaign. From Tulum, Mexico, to Tanzania in East
Africa, Brumfield worked with a team of like-minded artists to
relay stories of how travelers spend their time in these thrilling

locations with stunning sites.
“For Tulum, it was more about lifestyle. I was interested in
seeing how people travel in my clothing. If you’re taking a trip
to Tulum, what are you going to do while you’re there? You’re
going to the beach, you’re going to cenotes. You’re going out

to have party time, food at the restaurants,” Brumfield said.
“Most importantly, I wanted to see people have fun.”
In Tulum, Yarn Movement pieces were set against backdrops of crystal-clear waters, local sandy beaches and at the
Tulum Treehouse guesthouse and kitchen. Brumfield also
wanted to have fun reminiscing
about the bygone 1990s era defined by colorful style elements
that were unique at the time.
“We were going for ’90s
streetwear fashion,” Brumfield explained. “One girl is wearing a hat,
has long nails, braids and is wearing one of my Chella tops.”
During the Tanzania shoot,
Brumfield worked with one of the
ORANGE COUNTY CONVENTION CENTER
region’s travel leaders, partnering
WEST CONCOURSE
with the country’s tourism prinORLANDO, FL
cess, Grace Tima Mella, who is
known as Princess Feona. A professional model, Mella adopted all
of Brumfield’s notes to create imBeach Lifestyle Marketplace
agery that inspires heavy wanderlust for the local beaches.
“She is in Dar es Salaam,”
Brumfield noted. “There are beautiful beaches, and that is what she
came up with.”
Custom-created handmade goods
from this Yarn Movement collection range in price from $85 to
$450 on the direct-to-consumer
yarnmovement.com. The latest
pieces include Brumfield’s swimworthy halter and bikini tops and
bottoms for women and trunks
for men. Additionally, the crochet brand incorporates men’s and
women’s cover-ups in tops, tanks,
hooded and sleeveless styles plus
pants, shorts and sarongs.
—Dorothy Crouch

SEPTEMBER 9-11, 2021

The Premier Watersports &

WATERSPORTS
Surf • Wake • Bluewater • Paddle • Wind • Skate
COASTAL LIFE
Swim • Boutique • Resort • Coastal Gift • Footwear

Scan to see
exhibiting
brands.

DANIELE FIOCCO

REGISTER TO ATTEND SURFEXPO.COM
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Andréa Bernholtz Embraces Yacht Life With New Swiminista-Lacroix Collection
A devotion to luxury and sustainability drove Andréa Bernholtz as she launched her latest collection under The House of
Christian Lacroix x Swiminista collaboration. The Yacht Life
collection is a celebration of vibrancy through striking colors
and flattering cuts yet maintains the Swiminista mission to
ensure women feel confident when
wearing the brand’s pieces.
“Wear your confidence. If you
don’t really feel that confident,
fake it and I swear to God it will
just happen,” Bernholtz said. “The
best thing you can wear is your
confidence.”
Bernholtz understands that over
a year indoors during the COVID-19 pandemic coupled with a
reduction in activity could make
some women a bit hesitant to bare
a lot of skin. Whether creating onepiece suits or bikinis, Bernholtz remained dedicated to elevating the
mood for 2021. Sourcing patterns
from the Christian Lacroix archives, Bernholtz used the colorful
designs to create an atmosphere of
fun for this summer season.
“To me, tropical fruits completely lend themselves to summertime. The colors pop so vibrantly
against the black background. It’s
all these great colors that I am super into right now—these tangerines, fuchsias and lime,” Bernholtz
explained. “The florals are a little
bit of a softer palette and a little
bit more feminine with a white
background. It reminds me of an
English-garden type of vibe.”
Incorporating lust-worthy patterns wasn’t sufficient to meet
the high standards that Bernholtz
applies to her Calabasas, Calif.,
brand, as each feature serves a purpose. From necklines that are flattering and comfortable to custom
matte-finished hardware that is UV
protected to prevent burning, every
detail is created for a reason.
“With each of our pieces I tried
to problem solve. Everything has
a reason to buy it. Everything has
an adjustability or something that
helps us look more fabulous,” Bernholtz said. “None of our styles tie
around your neck so there is never
any of that binding neck pain. I
love the halter look, so I created
the Cheerful and the Cheer tops.
They have the great properties of
a halter—it lifts, but it doesn’t tie
around your neck, it goes across
your back.”
For Bernholtz, who organizes
monthly beach cleanups, encouraging Swiminista fans via her social channels to join in each event,
caring for the planet remains a
priority. The Yacht Life collection
shares with its predecessors luxurious textiles that are manufactured
using yarns created from recycled
water bottles.
“I can’t be everything to everyone, but I can be a lot of things to

a lot of people,” Bernholtz said. “Some brands have adjustable styles. Some brands have pieces that are eco-friendly.
All of our styles have some sort of adjustability or some sort
of problem solving to them. All of our materials, down to
our packaging and the pantyliners in the suits, are all com-

postable or recyclable.”
Available in sizes XS–XL, the Christian Lacroix x
Swiminista Yacht Life collection is priced at $80 retail for
bikini separates and $150–$250 for one-piece designs.
—Dorothy Crouch

THE FIRST

IN-PERSON
SWIMWEAR TRADESHOW
OF THE SEASON

JULY 10 - 13, 2021

It’s time to re-connect and establish new relationships

DON'T RISK THE FOMO
#SEEYOUATSWIMSHOW

Swimwear

begins in

Miami Beach!
JULY 10-13, 2021 The best in swimwear featuring emerging
and veteran brands along with resort, beachwear, lifestyle, men’s, children’s and
accessories. Plus our curated Collection area for trending boutique brands.

T 305.596.7889

info@swimshow.com

www.swimshow.com

#SeeYouAtSwimShow
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Versatility and Sleek Designs Unite With Empathy in Unify the Ties
Therapy Project during the pandemic helped
to support Nassar’s creative process in order
to develop her next moves for the brand.
“It gave me the opportunity to think about
the future of the brand and where I want to take
it. I feel that I am going to start to really infuse
art more into the brand. Swimwear has always
been something that we have focused on and
that is where we started, but then I started to
go inward and think about the possibilities and
dreaming,” Nassar said. “There are other avenues I am excited to explore and try to fuse
that into the swimwear more and more.”
Designing to meet the demands of an active client, Nassar ensured her tops can be
worn from yoga class to the beach or pool.
Those who seek more coverage can also wear
the yoga pants during a swim session, aligning with Nassar’s mission to create pieces

RENÉE MARCHELLE

Artist Taylor Nassar understands the
importance of employing art to heal mental-health challenges. As a young woman,
Nassar struggled with her mental health and
body image, eventually employing her artistic talents as a method to cope. The need to
create evolved into Nassar’s brand, Unify
the Ties, a San Diego swimwear label that
launched in 2017 and relied on the artist’s
inspiration from growing up near the beach,
which yielded designs based on her own artistic works.
“The way that swimwear is tied into it—I
grew up immersed in beach culture, wearing a
bathing suit,” Nassar explained. “I was always
very passionate about swimwear and have
some funny ties and funny stories as a child
wearing swimsuits and whatnot, but later in
life, as I was going through my mental-health
struggles and body-image issues, that love for
swimwear turned into a hate for swimwear.”
Creating a mission through designing
swimwear, Nassar was able to resolve her
distaste for the category while spreading a
message of self-acceptance. By launching
Unify the Ties, Nassar wanted to dispel the
fears of exposure that are often connected to
buying swimwear, instead choosing to build
a brand that celebrates strength and emphasizes the importance of inner beauty.
“My vision was to put more of an emphasis
on spirit over appearance and take the individual down a path of creating pieces that enabled
them to feel inspired from within,” Nassar
said. “That way they can lead from their heart
and less from a physical outer appearance. I
really believe that beauty lies within.”
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Unify
the Ties shifted production to create masks
and prints of Nasser’s artwork, partnering with The Art Therapy Project, with

Swim Resources 2022

Designing to create pieces that can easily
transition from swim to sport or the studio to
socializing, Taylor Nassar launched Unify the
Ties’ recent Radiant Roots collection with resortstyle clothing items such as her palazzo pants
that were designed to complement an array of
body types.

a portion of proceeds from the sale donated
to the organization. With its latest collection, Radiant Roots—Nassar’s first line to
expand beyond swimwear into clothing—
Unify the Ties has again partnered with the
New York–based mental-health nonprofit
organization, with the sale of each piece
benefiting its group-art-therapy and TeleArt
Therapy services, which aid trauma victims.
The time spent collaborating with The Art

Curve is the only show in North America solely
dedicated to intimate apparel, sleepwear, and
swimwear. The Curve shows will be in New York Aug.
1–2, and Los Angeles on Aug. 23–24.The Curve New
York and Curve Los Angeles shows are produced by
Eurovet Americas, a Eurovet company. Interfiliere,
also produced by Eurovet, is the leading trade show
for intimates, beachwear, and swimwear fabrics. The
next editions of the show take place in Shanghai on
Aug. 26–27, and in Paris on Sept. 3–5, www.curvelosangeles.com, www.eurovetamericas.com

Hyosung is a comprehensive fiber manufacturer that
produces world-class products, providing innovation
and solutions to the textile industry. Only by Hyosung,
creora® is the world’s largest spandex brand, supplying
the broadest range of stretch fiber offerings supported
by exceptional technology and quality. To ensure
athletes have confidence in their sports apparel, Hyosung has developed creora® ActiFit spandex, which
provides the long-lasting durability, UV and chlorine
resistance along with the greater compression required
of extreme-sports pursuits where athletes encounter
numerous environmental surroundings. One of Hyosung’s key trends for 2021 is “Sweat to Swim,” which
promotes the crossover between gym and swim, and
creora® ActiFit spandex perfectly answers this growing
trend for multi-sports apparel. www.creora.com

We at La Lame have captured the attention of a fabulous Italian digital printer and source for very exclusive
prints and “FOIL” solids for use in swimwear, sportswear, dresses, and intimate loungewear. Our “Beat
Goes On” is the French assortment of woven/stretch.
This collection is unique in its attraction of yarn-dye
fabrics that apply to many apparel lines. Also, we are
proud to claim our post-surgical fabrics with great
compression and recovery are performing very well
with leading medical garments. We also supply beautiful lace fabrics made in France and elastic trims from
France, Brazil and China. Visit the new La Lame showrooms at 215 W. 40th St. by calling Glen Schneer (212)
921-9770. www.lalame.com

The “Original” OC Apparel Show is on a roll! Our May
show was an incredible success, with more than 250
pre-registered buyers coming to Orange County to
be part of something great! We exceeded everyone’s
expectations with an incredible location and a good
time had by all. We are changing the trade-show mold
and building something fresh and new—a place reps
love, where resorts, boutiques, men’s stores and board
shops all can buy at-once goods and merchandise
for the upcoming season. We are looking for swim
and active rep exhibitors to join our Aug 2021 show.
Our Southern California “Lifestyle and Resort” vibe is
exactly what the market needs. So, if you are looking
for a place to call home in the OC market, we have a
place for you! Come check out why the “Original” OC
Apparel Show is the hottest show in the industry! www.
OCApparelShow.com.
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that meet a variety of needs. Fabrication for
the yoga pants relies on textiles that use ecofriendlier blends of fibers. A statement piece
within the collection is Nassar’s palazzopants design that she made to accommodate
different women.
“When I designed those particular pants, I
designed them at a length where if you were
a little shorter they would look great as fulllength pants, but if you’re someone who is
really tall they are cropped culottes and they
look amazing too,” Nassar said. “I really tried
to consider that and little touches of that I always think about and try to weave into my
design process.”
The direct-to-consumer brand’s Radiant
Roots collection is priced from $62 to $150
and is sized XS–XL. It is available at unifytheties.com.—Dorothy Crouch
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SPORTEK International Inc. is a world leader in
importing, converting and distributing high-quality
spandex blend, functional and technical fabrics for
Active wear, Sportswear, Swimwear, Dye-sublimation
industry in the United States. The company is based
in Commerce, Calif. where we built a steady presence
in the apparel industry for more than two decades.
We supply swimwear, cyclewear, rash guard, dancewear and outerwear fabrics for leading sportswear
suppliers around in the U.S., Canada and Mexico.
SPORTEK holds the largest elastic, pile and fleece,
technical and functional and PFP ready for sublimation fabric inventory in the U.S. with more than
2,000,000 yards in stock. Our renovation, product
development, fast and friendly service have made
us one of the leaders in the functional fabric industry
and our Sportek brand fabric is in high demand in all
sectors of the apparel industry. Sportek also offers
custom digital printing with low minimum and fast
turnaround using state of the art MS Italian printers, use our easy online order submission at www.
PrintSpandex.com. www.sportek.com

Surf Expo is the largest and longest-running watersports and beach/resort/lifestyle trade show in the
world. The show draws buyers from specialty stores,
major chains, resorts, cruise lines, and beach-rental
companies across the U.S., the Caribbean, Central
and South America, and around the world. The show
features more than 1,000 exhibitors showcasing hard
goods, apparel, and accessories in addition to a full
lineup of special events including fashion shows, annual awards ceremonies, and demos. The next show
is Sept. 9–11, 2021 at the Orange County Convention
Center in Orlando, Fla. www.surfexpo.com.

SwimShow, the premier tradeshow dedicated to
the swimwear industry, takes place July 10-13 at the
Miami Beach Convention Center in Miami Beach, FL.
With more than three decades of expertise, SwimShow is recognized as the global tradeshow where
the very best gather to network, exhibit and purchase
next year’s trends. Held every July, SwimShow is
the largest of its kind in the world and attracts more
than 7,500 buyers, manufacturers, designers, corporate personnel, press, bloggers, influencers, fashion
consultants, stylists, VIP’s and other fashion industry
leaders from over 60 countries to showcase brands
and create business opportunities. SwimShow is
planned and executed with the utmost needs of
swimwear buyers anticipating the trends, debuting
new designers each year and producing an all-encompassing tradeshow that is second to none. www.
swimshow.com

This listing is provided as a free service to
our advertisers. We regret that we cannot be
responsible for any errors or omissions within
Swim Resources 2022.

AMAZON

RETAIL

Hosted earlier this year than during previous editions, Amazon’s Prime Day began June 21, unveiling
48 hours of promotional sales in more than 20 product categories and generating over 2 million
deals.

Amazon Continued from page 1
Prime members bought more items during
the sale than on Black Friday 2014—the biggest Black Friday ever for Amazon. Members
also ordered more than 34.4 million items, or
398 items per second. Hundreds of thousands
of Amazon devices were ordered, making it
the largest device sales day ever, and Amazon sellers using Fulfillment by Amazon saw
record-breaking unit sales grow nearly 300
percent worldwide. In short, Prime Day was
a success, and it’s only gotten better since.
Prime Day 2019 gave Prime members the
current format, where the sales and deals last
for 48 hours. Moving the event to a delayed
start during October 2020 still produced positive results, especially for independent thirdparty sellers, who are mostly small- and medium-sized businesses. Sales surpassed $3.5
billion that Prime Day, a nearly 60 percent
increase over Prime Day 2019.
This year, Prime Day made an earlierthan-normal appearance after Amazon
bumped it up from its normal slot in July to
June. During Prime Day 2021, in addition to
over 2 million deals, Amazon also announced
that it would spend more than $100 million to
“fuel the success of small businesses selling
on Amazon, including promotional activities
to encourage customers to shop with them.”
Amazon also made a major push to focus
on itself. 1010data, a provider of analytical
intelligence to the financial, retail and consumer markets, released a 2021 “Amazon
Prime Day Primer” focusing on Amazon’s
private-label merchandise, which took center
stage during this year’s event.
1010data estimated that Amazon generated $8.1 billion in private-label sales in the
United States in 2020, an increase of nearly
50 percent over 2019. These private-label
Amazon goods continue to see yearly success. Not only is Prime Day Amazon’s biggest chance to showcase its private labels, but
Amazon’s brands have also achieved annual
sales growth averaging 39 percent over the
past four years. These goods made up 6.6
percent of Amazon’s total first-party sales, an
increase of 5.1 percent over 2017.
Despite a consumer base that is still recovering from the effects of COVID-19,
Frank Riva, vice president of marketing for
1010data, said the expectations for Prime
Day are still high.
“Expectations are for another strong year,”
Riva said. “One of the big things to watch is
which categories will see the largest increases [and] decreases. Given so many big-ticket
items were purchased last year during the
pandemic, it will be interesting to see how
those same products [and] categories fare this
year—are shoppers looking for other items
as they already fulfilled their large purchases
last year?”
Riva also added that Amazon is just taking
part in “good old-fashioned retailing” when it
comes to pushing its private labels.
“Private-label goods have always allowed

retailers to make a higher profit and/or to use
as a loss leader,” Riva said. “Originally, some
Amazon brands were offered to drive sales
of other items—for example, Kindles being
sold inexpensively to drive sales of Amazon
book downloads, which represented higher
margins and longer-term value. Today, given
Amazon’s growth and reach, it makes sense
for them to expand into other categories.”
Amazon diversified its approach this year
and previous years by branching out from
its electronics brands of Echo speakers and
Kindle tablets and Fire TV sticks. Although
those represented a large portion of the company’s private-label sales, Amazon has been
adding other items such as jewelry, furniture
and grocery.
“Their brands are highlighted prominently in suggested-deal carousels, promotional homepage banners, email marketing
and search-rank priority,” Riva said. “Given
that they own the platform, they can dictate
where/when their branded products are displayed and promoted to shoppers.”
The results have spoken for themselves
with some of Amazon’s private labels seeing exponential growth year over year. Its
commercial-supplies line, which launched
in 2019, saw sales surge—partially fueled
by the pandemic—by 16-fold in 2020. That
same year, private-label apparel and footwear
sales climbed 72 percent, and furniture and
décor increased by 39 percent, while jewelry
grew by 28 percent. The increase and diversification of other goods have also led to the
decrease in electronics sales—something
Amazon is aiming for—from comprising 76
percent of its private-label sales in 2017 to 56
percent in 2020. The number is expected to
drop again this year.
Some of the sales from Prime Day this
year included up to 40 percent off on select
active and lounge styles from Shopbop, up
to 20 percent off on select styles from The
Drop and up to 40 percent off on select C9
Champion apparel. There was also 50 percent off Amazon Fire TV devices, 30 percent
off a Luna Controller and up to 40 percent off
on Ring devices.
Although Amazon doesn’t reveal Prime
Day numbers, the U.S. market spent more
than $11 billion during the 48-hour sale according to the Adobe Digital Economy Index, the software company’s tool that analyzes terabytes of Adobe analytics on digital
commerce trends. The total spending during
Prime Day was a 6.1 increase compared to
Prime Day 2020, when consumers spent
$10.4 billion in total online revenue.
However, the average Prime Day order
was down in price from $54.64 last year to
$44.75 this year, an 18 percent decrease. It
was an even larger 24 percent decrease from
$58.91 in 2019. Amazon did confirm that
Prime members purchased more than 250
million items during its sale.
1010data will be releasing another indepth report in August on the analysis and
performance of Prime Day 2021. ●

The “Original”

Aug. 4 –5, 2021
Irvine, Calif.
Men’s – Women’s – Kids’
Sportswear
Resortwear
Beachwear
Cover-ups
Hats
Athleisure
Casual Lifestyle Clothing
Accessories & Shoes

Join as
an exhibitor and
engage with key
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Contact us today:
Alejandra’s Fashion Inc.
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Cover: Swim Fashion
Technology
Sustainability
Textile Trends
Sourcing & Fabric
Miami Swim Coverage
Swim Fashion Trends by “Fashion Snoops”

Textile Advertorial
Sourcing & Fabric Advertorial
Sustainability Advertorial
a full-package
clothing manufacturer
Fashion Advertorial
Advertorial
a fullyTechnology
compliant
factory offering:

520 N. CENTRAL AVE., SUITE # 650
GLENDALE, CA 91203

T E California
L : 8 1 8 . 2 4 4Apparel
. 7 2 0 0
The
News
H O V I K @ H M K C P A . N E T
continues to be the most
powerful publication at all
venues
during
Las Vegas
APPAREL
CONTRACTOR
market.

Las Vegas Apparel 8/8-10

Alejandra’s
Inc.
Sourcing at MAGICFashion
8/8/11
Project Las Vegas 8/9-11
Julio@alejandrasfashion.com
MAGIC Las Vegas 8/9-11
(323) 240-0595
WWIN 8/9-12
www.alejandrasfashion.com
Agenda Las Vegas 8/11-12

FINANCIAL SERVICES

IFJAG Las Vegas 8/7-10
Offprice Las Vegas 8/7-10
Las Vegas Apparel 8/8-10
Sourcing at MAGIC 8/8/11
Project Las Vegas 8/9-11
MAGIC Las Vegas 8/9-11
WWIN 8/9-12
Agenda Las Vegas 8/11-12

Cover: Denim Fashion
L.A. Market Wrap
Industry Focus: Finance
Made in America
Sustainability
Fashion Trends by “Fashion Snoops”

MANUFACTURING
Finance Advertorial

Made in Los Angeles Advertorial
Freight and Logistics Advertorial
Supply Chain Advertorial
with
Performance/Active/Athleisure Advertorial
Retail Advertorial
Fashion Tees, Blanks + Decorated Apparel
Sewing
Advertorial

HOVIK M. KHALOIAN
Trying to build your brand, We are
establish
your business as • Development
• Production • Cutting •
ACCOUNTING
• AUDITING
Bonus Distribution
•
Finishing
•
Low
MOQ
LA
Market
Week
8/1-5 • Competitive prices
TAXATION
SERVICES FOR
THE APPARELand
INDUSTRY
a thought
leader,
make
IFJAG
Las Vegas 8/7-10
Bonus Distribution
• Located
near DTLA
Offprice Las Vegas 8/7-10
LA Market Week 8/1-5
impactful connections?
Contact us today:

CPA

August 6

Cover: Fashion
Made in Los Angeles
Freight and Logistics
Supply Chain
Performance/Active/Athleisure
Retail
Fashion Tees, Blanks + Decorated Apparel

Denim Advertorial
Made in America Advertorial
Sustainability Advertorial
Fashion Advertorial
Bonus Distribution
IFJAG Las Vegas 8/7-10
Offprice Las Vegas 8/7-10
Las Vegas Apparel 8/8-10
Sourcing at MAGIC 8/8/11
Project Las Vegas 8/9-11
MAGIC Las Vegas 8/9-11
WWIN 8/9-12
Agenda Show Las Vegas 8/11-12

GARMENT SAMPLING

GARMENT SAMPLE
DEVELOPMENT SERVICE
Apparel News Group
127 E. Ninth St., Ste. 806
Los
Angeles, CAreputable
90079 garment company
China-based,
www.apparelnews.net
with 20 years market experience and a
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strong fabric-supply capacity provides:
• Exclusive sample making in wovens

ALEX HANEY / UNSPLASH.COM

July 30
Reach 100,000 July 23
Apparel
FULL-PACKAGE MANUFACTURER
ACCOUNTING SERVICES
Professionals!
ALEJANDRA’S FASHION, INC.

CLASSIFIEDS
P 213-627-3737

www.apparelnews.net/classifieds

7/1/2021

Jobs Available

* FABRIC PURCHASING COORDINATOR *
* Place and process raw material purchase orders
including confirm delivery dates
* Coordinate and follow up with suppliers on shipping
raw materials to factory, F/U with vendors on raw mate‐
rials bulk submission/ rejection/ approval, f/u on produc‐
tion samples, request/track the receipt of SGS and inter‐
nal testing results
* Daily process tracking progress through RMPO
tracker
* Review ready lists from vendors prior shipping to
verify accurate quantity and date
* Request/authorize booking from material suppliers
* Monitor/trace shipments for on time del.
* Request and process shipping documents including
invoice payments and standard fabric weight
* Min. 2 yr experience n textile/apparel
* Strong in: English written/verbal, Math, Excel
Send resumes to: claireg@felinausa.com

7/1/2021

www.apparelnews.net

Jobs Available

7/1/2021

* SOURCING COORDINATOR *
* Work with vendors, Design and interdepartmental
teams facilitate the new development and production
process.
* Work with Purch. Dept on pre-production request,
submission rejections or approvals, bulk production
shipping samples rejections or approvals.
* Place and monitor progress of all requisitions, includ‐
ing Communicating daily with overseas factories and
vendors to track development and production stats.
* Tracking progress/ callouts through Weekly Report for
delivery issues
Requirement:
* Min. 2 yrs experience in textile/apparel and Strong in:
English written/verbal, Math, Excel
Send resumes to: claireg@felinausa.com

7/1/2021

7/1/2021

LEATHER BELT SEWER AND UTILITY WORKER
We are a manufacturer of leather accessories located in
Corona, CA.
We have two immediate open positions available. One
is for a leather belt sewer. Candidates must have prior
experience sewing leather. Experience sewing flat or
feather edge leather belts is preferred. The other is for a
utility worker to help assemble belts and assist with
other departments as needed. Experience making
leather belts and working in a manufacturing setting is
preferred.
Both positions are full time, M - F 6am - 2:30pm, with
benefits such as Health, Dental, Life Insurance, and
401K.
To apply, call: 951-736-1229 and ask for "Jerry"
Or, email your resume to: belts@lejon.com. Please in‐
clude the position you applying for in the subject line of
the email. Nosotros hablamos español.

7/1/2021

7/1/2021

* 1ST THROUGH PRODUCTION PATTERNMAKER
“Established girls’ dress company is seeking a senior
1st though production (manual) patternmaker. Knowl‐
edge of knit and woven fabrics, garment fit, sewing con‐
struction, specs, and tech packs for overseas volume
production are required. 15-20 yrs exp. in 1st flat pat‐
terns (non-computer) and production patterns. Will be
Responsible for production sew-by samples, review and
comment on all factory samples from pre-production
through production, including fabric and trim yields.
Please send resume to: Divina@jinelle.com

Jobs Available

* FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSISTANT *
Velvet Heart is a Los Angeles based contemporary
clothing brand in search for a fashion merchandising as‐
sistant. Duties will include assisting the team with day to
day logistics of new arrivals, organizing sample rooms,
taking photos and whatever needs to be done in a
timely manner. Creating line sheets and mood boards
for various buyers of selected product interest. Assist in
photoshoots. Candidates must have knowledge of Mi‐
crosoft Office (Word,Excel and Power Point), Photo‐
shop, Illustrator, In design is a plus but not required.
Must be detail oriented, reliable and have strong organi‐
zational skills. Must take initiative and execute duties in
a timely manner, a team player with a positive attitude.
Must have strong written, verbal and interpersonal com‐
munication skills.
Please send your resume at:
mpaguio@velvetheart.com

* SAMPLE CUTTER *
We are Careismatic Brands, Inc., a major manufacturer
of medical apparel, school uniforms, and footwear, and
we have an immediate need for a Sample Cutter in
our Chatsworth facility.
The main responsibilities include:
* Cutting for samples,
* Factory sew-by samples, licensor samples, and fit
samples.
Applicants must have at least 5 years of cutting experi‐
ence. We offer competitive pay and benefits.
Send your resume to: hr@careismatic.com or
Call Adrian at (818)671-2021 or
Cynthia at (818) 671-2049
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

* SAMPLE SEWER *
We are Careismatic Brands, Inc., a major manufacturer
7/1/2021
of medical apparel, school uniforms, and footwear, and
* DESIGNER-COLORIST *
we have an immediate need for a
A textile company in Los Angeles area has an immedi‐
Sample Sewer in our Chatsworth facility.
ate opening for a designer/colorist position.
7/1/2021
The main responsibilities include:
Please send your resume to:
* Sewing photo-shoot samples,
* CUSTOMER SERVICE *
chris@matrixtextiles.com
* Factory sew-by samples,
Bee Darlin, a growing dress manufacturer has an open‐
* Licensor samples, and fit samples.
ing for a Customer Service position. Candidate needs
Applicants must have at least 5 years of sewing experi‐
to be organized, detail oriented and 1/1
able to work in fast
http://dev.apparelnews.www.clients.ellingtoncms.com/classiﬁeds/print-preview/8975/ http://dev.apparelnews.www.clients.ellingtoncms.com/classiﬁeds/print-preview/8974/
http://dev.apparelnews.www.clients.ellingtoncms.com/classiﬁeds/print-preview/8968/
1/1
7/18/2019
ence that includes Overlock, Single Needle, Coverstitch,
pace environment. Must have apparel industry and cus‐
Zig Zag, and other machines.
tomer service experience working with major retail
WE BUY ALL FABRICS & GARMENTS
We offer competitive pay and benefits.
chains and be able to process orders, data entry, com‐
Excess rolls, lots, sample yardage, small to large qty's.
Send your resume to: hr@careismatic.com or
plete work sheets, among other tasks.
ALL FABRICS! fabricmerchants.com
Call Adrian at: (818)671-2021 or
Please email resume to: steve@beedarlin.com
Steve 818-219-3002 or Fabric Merchants 323-267-0010
7/1/2021
Cynthia at: (818) 671-2049
Email: steve@fabricmerchants.com
7/18/2019
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
*
SALES
ASSISTANT
*
7/1/2021
Coordinate samples and sales sheets. Organize prod‐
*WE BUY ALL FABRICS AND GARMENTS
* KEY ACCOUNT SALES EXECUTIVE *
uct line and photos. Provide adm support. Run sales
WE BUY ALL FABRICS AND GARMENTS. No lot
* Full Package Production
reports.
too small or large. Including sample room
* Must have contacts at branded or private label
Strong follow-up skills in timely manner. Experience with
inventories. Silks, Woolens, Denim, Knits, Prints,
accounts for swimwear and activewear. Based in
servicing national retail store buying offices. Microsoft
Solids Apparel and home furnishing fabrics.
The West Coast, Need to Travel, Minimum 3 to 5
Office Excel skill.
We also buy ladies', men's & children's
years’ experience.
L A office. Min travel. Full time. Full benefits.
garments. Contact: Michael
Email Resume to: Alexandra@liusunusa.com
Email : LArocknrollcouple@gmail.com
STONE HARBOR (323) 277-2777

Buy, Sell & Trade

http://dev.apparelnews.www.clients.ellingtoncms.com/classiﬁeds/print-preview/8958/
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http://dev.apparelnews.www.clients.ellingtoncms.com/classiﬁeds/print-preview/8956/

http://dev.apparelnews.www.clients.ellingtoncms.com/classiﬁeds/print-preview/8973/
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http://dev.apparelnews.www.clients.ellingtoncms.com/classiﬁeds/print-preview/8955/
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For classified information,
call 213-627-3737
or email
terry@apparelnews.net
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